What I know about partnership:

What I want to learn about creating powerful and profitable partnerships:

Ways that I can practice partnership with

SELF

Others

Be in integrity with what you say
Be willing to make promises and keep commitments
Be willing to listen with focused heart and undistracted mind
Keep confidence by guarding the privacy and honoring those that share
Relate to others in ways that build trust, respect, and appreciation
Bond with others over shared visions and potentials and relate in ways that serve and support mutual development and empowerment towards the realization of these
Relate to my own and others breakdowns and challenges in creative and resourceful ways without laying blame
Be responsible for myself as the source of my own experience

How these ways of being in partnerships align with my values:

What I have learned:

Why that is important to me:

What are the benefits to

ME:

My team(s):

My organization:

With whom and on what am I clearly in the Partnership Zone? Where am I not?

My new insight for creating partnerships:

My new action steps + by when for expanding partnerships:

My new partners + contact info for accountability, collective wisdom, celebration:

How I will be accountable:
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